
 



SAVE THE TREES 
Trees are the most wonderful thinks in the whole wide world! Let me tell you why. Trees give 

us air to live, trees give us paper to be creative and trees give us branches to climb and be 

adventurous, plus we can make fire with branches for warmth. Unfortunately, I think a lot of 

people chop down trees too much and soon there will be no trees! So here are five ideas to 

change the world. First idea” if you live near a forest this one will be easy for you. If you are in 

the forest look around and find anything that is not a tree. Once you find something other than 

a tree ask yourself can I make anything out of this? If no leave it. If yes bring it with you and try 

your idea. If your idea works tell everyone you know!! That way a lot of people will talk about 

your idea because it is so cool! So many people will use your idea instead of chopping down 

trees and soon not a lot of people will chop trees down! Second idea we can make a holiday 

called tree day. It can be on August 13th (my birthday!) and every tree day you are not allowed 

to chop down a tree, instead you appreciate them. That way people can see how important 

trees really are. Third idea: use paper again and again. Here is a example if you have a paper 

that says 2+2=4 and you still have room, use that same sheet again. That way you are saving the 

trees and not wasting tree wood. Fourth idea: we can make a huge filed of trees. Then, 

decorate the field with flowers and ribbons and put a sign that says “Enjoy the trees, don’t chop 

them down.” That way people can see how amazing trees really are. Plus, when people come to 

the field they can relax and rest with the trees. This way people can just enjoy trees and see 

how important trees really are. Fifth idea: share this book! If you share this book more people 

will know about these amazing ideas and every time someone tries one of these amazing ideas, 

we are closer to changing the world!!!!!! 
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